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cultures.
Be able to:
- Understand basic
vocabulary and key
concepts.
- Identify images and
objects (period
pictures, maps, pieces
of propaganda, etc.).
Be aware of:
- The importance of
concepts such as
“Fascism”, “Nazism”,
“Loyalists”,
“Nationalists”,
“Appeasement”,
“Non-intervention”,
etc.
- The differences
between the two
sides.
- How to cooperate in
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group.
COMPETENCES:
-

Can transform information into knowledge by reading, discussing, peer evaluation (work in groups).

-

Can understand arguments and theories regarding the causes and consequences of the SCW and its development.

-

Individual and collective learning.

-

Artistic and cultural competence.

TIMING:
-

12 sessions
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“It was in Spain that [my generation] learned that one can be right and yet be beaten, that
force can vanquish spirit, that there are times when courage is not its own recompense. It is
this, doubtless, which explains why so many, the world over, feel the Spanish drama as a
personal tragedy”
Albert Camus (1913-1960), French writer and philosopher. Preface to Espagne Libre, Paris,
Calmann-Levy, 1945.

“O Spain!
Here we learned the worth of our dreams.
And we lost”
Nicola Vulpe, “This Same War Once Again”, Sealed in Struggle: Canadian Poetry & the
Spanish Civil War: An Anthology, edited by N. Vulpe with M. Albari, Madrid, Universidad de
La Laguna - Center for Canadian Studies, 1995, page 221.

“¿A quina angoixa, a quin martiri
som uns i altres abocats,
si avui la guerra amb foll deliri
devasta terres i ciutats
i amb ferro i foc suspèn la vida
amb el seu odi fratricida
que ofusca el cor i el pensament;
si la ruïna i la misèria
fan que es dessagni lentament
la malaurada i trista Ibèria?”

Alfons Maseras (1884-1939), Catalan writer. A Europa, Barcelona, Forja, 1938.

In this unit you will learn how the Spanish Civil War (SCW) started, its key
events and its consequences. 30 objects will help us with this journey. Interpreting
history through objects is not a new idea.1 But these thirty objects –generic,
symbolic and personal pieces– have very interesting stories to tell: of their makers,
of their users, their purpose, etc. It is a good way to fully understand the SCW, to
1

For example: A History of the World in 100 Objects (BBC Radio 4 and the British Museum,
2010) http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00nrtd2/episodes/downloads. Accessed July 7,
2016; J. Hughes-Wilson, A History of the First World War in 100 objects, London, Cassell,
2014; http://ww1centenary.oucs.ox.ac.uk/category/material/. Accessed July 7, 2016.
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grasp the bigger picture and the daily experience of living in a country torn apart by
war.

For almost three years (1936-1939), a terrible and brutal civil war raged in
Spain between the Republicans or “Loyalists”,2 who were loyal to the democratic
Second Republic (1931), and the “rebels” or “Nationalists” who, under General
Francisco Franco, favoured a conservative and militaristic regime. The Spanish Civil
War was a prelude to World War II (1939-1945), “a baleful prelude to the
catastrophe soon to engulf the whole of Europe” (Ian Kershaw), and a “proxy
war” between Germany and the USSR. It was also a “testing ground” for new
weapons and tactics. And last but not least, the SCW had a tremendous impact: it
altered the balance of power in Europe; it brought great human and material
destruction to Spain (approximately 500,000 deaths and 465,000 exiles), and
Franco ruled the whole country with an iron fist for the next 36 years (from April
1939 until his death in November 1975).
This fratricidal war was a “battleground for idealists”3: individuals from all
over the globe rushed to Spain to fight variously for Democracy, Fascism,
Anarchism or Communism. But let’s not forget the reality of war, any war:
“The picture of war,” wrote British author and Republican supporter George Orwell (19031950), “set forth in books like All Quiet on the Western Front4 is substantially true. Bullets
hurt, corpses stink, men under fire are often so frightened that they wet their trousers. It is
true that the social background from which an army springs will colour its training, tactics
and general efficiency, and also that the consciousness of being in the right can bolster up
morale, though this affects the civilian population more than the troops. (People forget that a
soldier anywhere near the front line is usually too hungry, or frightened, or cold, or, above
all, too tired to bother about the political origins of the war) But the laws of nature are not
suspended for a ‘red’ army any more than for a ‘white’ one. A louse is a louse and a bomb is
a bomb, even though the cause you are fighting for happens to be just.”5

2

See Vocabulary.
Documentary (1983) directed by John Blake.
4
All Quiet on the Western Front (German: Im Westen nichts Neues) by Erich M. Remarque.
A very famous novel (1929) about the experiences of the common German soldier during
World War I (1914-1918).
5
G. Orwell, “Looking back on the Spanish War”, first published: New Road, London, 1943.
3
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Contents:
- Introduction
- The Spanish Civil War: origins and causes
- The Spanish Civil War: warring parties and international involvement
- Course of the War
- Consequences
- Vocabulary

Session 1. INTRODUCTION

The Second Spanish Republic was proclaimed on 14 April 1931, two days after
the municipal elections which were taken to be a plebiscite on the Alfonsist
monarchy. King Alfonso XIII (1886-1941) had to leave the country and the birth of
the Republic was celebrated by enthusiastic public rejoicing across Spain. The new
democratic regime attempted to implement social, economic, educational and
institutional reforms, for example: freedom of speech and freedom of association
were established (1931 Constitution), the extension of suffrage to women (1933),
the creation of “autonomous regions” (Catalonia in 1932, the Basque Country in
1936), military and agrarian reforms under Prime Minister Manuel Azaña, etc.
However, this new regime soon antagonised elements of the right, particularly the
Catholic hierarchy, landowners and Army officers. In addition, the Republican
government lacked support from much of the left, in particular the anarchists or
anarcho-syndicalists. And the international context was not the most favourable for
a young democracy: Spain had been hit by the Great Depression after the Wall
Street Crash of 1929; Dictator Benito Mussolini (“Il Duce”) and the National
Fascist Party ruled Italy (March on Rome, 1922); Germany was under the control of
dictator Adolf Hitler (“Führer und Reichskanzler”) and the Nazi Party or NSDAP
(1933); Portugal was governed by a right-wing dictatorship: the “Estado Novo”
(“New State”) led by António de Oliveira Salazar (1933); and austrofascism was
installed in Austria (1934) by Engelbert Dollfuss and Kurt Schuschnigg (this
authoritarian rule lasted until Nazi Germany annexed Austria in March 1938: the
“Anschluss”).
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Republican cockade (rosette
worn on a hat). The Spanish
Republican colours were red,
yellow, and murrey (or purple).
Author’s collection.

To sum up, the Second Spanish Republic had to face a tense social, political
and economic environment, at both national and international levels. In August
1932, General José Sanjurjo led a “pronunciamiento” (coup d’état), which was
known as the “Sanjurjada”, but failed. In 1933 a right-wing coalition (CEDA and
Lerroux’s PRR) won the November elections and the new Executive suspended most
of the previous reforms. The admission of three CEDA ministers into the cabinet led
to a general strike by socialists and anarchists: in Asturias (a mining region) this
strike escalated into an armed rebellion (October 6, 1934); and in Catalonia, the
autonomous government, under President Lluís Companys, proclaimed “l’Estat
Català de la República Federal Espanyola” (the Catalan State within the Spanish
Federal Republic). Both rebellions were supressed. Finally, the general elections
hold in February 1936 saw a narrow victory of the “Frente Popular” (Popular Front),
a coalition of left-wing political organisations (PSOE, “Izquierda Republicana”, PCE,
“Front d’Esquerres” in Catalonia, etc.). Azaña was appointed president and Casares
Quiroga became Prime Minister. Political violence escalated and, on 17 July, four
days after the assassination of José Calvo Sotelo (leader of the conservative
opposition), another “pronunciamiento” to overthrow the Republic took place: it
was later called the “alzamiento nacional” (“national uprising”) by Francoist
propaganda. The Spanish Civil War had begun.
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Economic survey of Spain. Map showing the location of resources and products. Territory
under Republican control is white, territory under Nationalist control is shaded grey. The
Loyalists controlled the main centres of both heavy and light industry (machine tool building,
steelmaking, drugs, clothes & shoes, etc.), and the Rebels had the great wheat-growing
areas. This map was included in the pro-Loyalist journal The War in Spain: A Weekly
Summary, edited by Charles Duff, London, No. 4, February 12, 1938, 16. Warwick Digital
Collections. From the archive of Henry Sara and Frank Maitland, document reference:
15/3/8/256/3.

Warmer: Ask the students what they know about the SCW.
Documentary: “The Gathering Storm Episode 1”. World War II In HD Colour. “The
Spanish Civil War” (9:45 min.): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDvz_53bjP4
(Accessed August 10, 2016). See Extra activities.
Timeline: Illustrated timeline of the Spanish Civil War (short)
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/library/mrc/explorefurther/digital/scw/more/si
mpletimeline/(Accessed August 10, 2016).

Objects: 1. Republican pin and cufflinks.
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Spanish Republican Constitution of 1931
Catalan Statute of Autonomy (1932)
Agrarian [Reform] Law (1932)
Author’s collection.

Session 2. THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR: ORIGINS AND CAUSES
This “Alzamiento” was different from previous “pronunciamientos”: it was
more planned, mainly by General Emilio Mola, a veteran of the African wars known
as “the Director"”. Mola was convinced that it was vital to spread terror behind the
lines. The principal plotters against the elected Popular Front government were a
group of high Army officers (Sanjurjo, Mola, Franco, Queipo de Llano, Cabanellas,
etc.), originally under the leadership of Sanjurjo, supported by several conservative
groups: “Confederación Española de Derechas Autónomas” (CEDA, Confederation of
Autonomous Right-wing Groups), “Falange Española de las JONS” (a fascist political
party founded by José Antonio Primo de Rivera), Carlists, Alfonsist monarchists
(“Acción Española”), etc. On the evening of 17 July 1936, under the command of
Franco, the military garrisons rose in the Spanish Protectorate in Morocco and the
revolt quickly spread to the peninsula the next morning. On 20 July 1936, Sanjurjo
was killed in a plane crash while attempting to return from exile in Portugal,
whereupon Franco emerged as the sole leader of the Nationalist cause (Mola died in
1937): on 1 October 1936, in Burgos, the “Junta de Defensa Nacional” (the
nationalist government) publicly proclaimed him as “Generalísimo” of the National
Army and Head of State. All in all, the military coup failed to seize important cities
such as Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, etc. due to resistance from loyal troops (half
of the Army remained loyal to the government), from members of the Civil Guard
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and Assault Guards (special urban police force created in 1931), and from armed
workers. According to British historian Paul Preston, “The plotters were confident
that it would all be over in a few days”,6 but rather than conquering Spain rapidly,
the conspirators or “rebels” started a bitter and cruel civil war.

Causes of the SCW:
Long-term causes

- Political instability and political polarization: Since the 19th century, Spain had
struggled between periods of conservatism (absolute monarchy, Carlists) and
liberalism (constitutional monarchy, republicans). The Bourbon Restoration
(1874-1931)

saw the

“turnismo”

system:

the deliberate

rotation

of the

Conservative and Liberal parties in the government thanks to rigged elections.
During the republican period (1931-1936/1939), the political divisions played a
significant role that led to violent conflict in 1936; divisions reflected by the
plurality of parties and unions: socialists (PSOE, UGT), communists (the small
Communist Party founded in 1921, POUM, BOC), anarchists (CNT, FAI), Catalan
and Basque nationalists (ERC, PNV), Catholic conservative forces (CEDA), etc.
Even the political language was modified: “It is evident that 1930s Spain
witnessed a radical transformation in political language and symbolism, a process
which accompanied the progressive escalation in verbal violence in all spheres of
public debate”.7

Republican cufflinks.
Author’s collection.

- The role of the Army: The Spanish Army had a powerful political role. It was
seen as “the protector of the nation” and it had the “right” and “duty” to
6

P. Preston, The Last Days of the Spanish Republic, London, William Collins, 2016, ch. 1.
E. González Calleja, “The symbolism of violence during the Second Republic in Spain, 19311936”, Ch. Ealham & M. Harris (eds.), The Splintering of Spain: Cultural History and the
Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2005, page 31.
7
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intervene in politics via “pronunciamientos”. In fact, it had intervened several
times: in 1820 (The Revolution of Cabezas de San Juan, Liberal Triennium), 1868
(Glorious Revolution), 1874 (Restoration), and 1923 (Military dictatorship, Miguel
Primo de Rivera), among other years. It was its last intervention, in 1936, which
led to civil war.
The Army was quite unpopular with the people due to its economic burden, the
colonial wars (the Rif War in particular) and its reputation for brutality. Moreover,
in 1931, it had 16 divisions with too many officers including 800 generals: 21,000
officers for only 118,000 men.8 Unsurprisingly, one of the major reforms pursued
by Azaña, then Minister of War, affected the Army: it was reduced in size, many
monarchist officers were removed, and the Military Academy at Zaragoza was
closed. These reforms upset senior army officers.

Republican Infantry belt plate.
Author’s collection.

- “The religious question” in Spain: The Spanish Church was rich and powerful. It
was one of the largest landowners and used its power to maintain the status quo.
Aristocrats were closely tied to the Catholic Church. Opposing the Catholic Church
was the Anarchist movement. It was said that “Spaniards followed their priests
either with a candle or a club.” The Republican Constitution established
church/state separation, introduced civil marriage, divorce, and free secular
education. In 1932, the Jesuits were expelled from Spain. On the outbreak of
the SCW, almost the entire hierarchy of the Spanish Church joined or supported
the Nationalist side with the exception of the Basque clergy and Catalan Cardinal
Francesc d’Assís Vidal i Barraquer.9 “They denounced the 'reds' from their pulpits.
8

J. Casanova, República y Guerra Civil, J. Fontana & R. Villares (Dirs.), Historia de España,
Barcelona, Crítica - Marcial Pons, 2007, vol. 8, page 40.
9
See H. Raguer, Gunpowder and Incense: The Catholic Church and the Spanish Civil War,
translated from Spanish by G. Howson, Abingdon (OX) - New York, Routledge, 2007.
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They blessed the flags of Nationalist regiments and some –especially Navarrese
priests– even fought in their ranks. Clerics took up the Fascist salute”.10 The SCW
was presented as a “Crusade” (a holy war): in a pastoral letter (September
1936), the Bishop of Salamanca emphasised that the war was “a Crusade for
religion, for the fatherland, for civilisation (…) a Crusade against Communism in
order to save religion”.11
Crucifix which belonged to
a military chaplain.
Author’s collection.

- Economic causes: Spain was mainly an agricultural economy with the exception
of the northern industrialized regions (Basque Country and Catalonia). So
agriculture was the main source of employment, but many poor landless peasants
(“jornaleros”, “temporeros”) needed to migrate to find work. In the centre and
south of the country, very extensive parcels of land (“latifundia”) were owned by
few landowners (“Grandes”, “terratenientes”). Some workers looked to groups
such as the anarchists who argued in favour of the redistribution of land (watch
Land and Freedom, a 1995 film directed by Ken Loach). Rioting, disorders and
revolts broke out in the countryside: for example, the “Bolshevik Triennium”12

10

P. Preston, The Spanish Civil War: Reaction, Revolution and Revenge [updated 80th
anniversary edition], London, William Collins, 2016, pages 219-220.
11
D. Sueiro & B. Díaz Nosty, Historia del Franquismo, Madrid, Sarpe, 1986, vol. 1, page 71.
12
This name was coined by the period’s principal chronicler, Juan Díaz del Moral: Historia de
las agitaciones campesinas andaluzas (1929).
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(1918-1920) in the southern regions. In the north, peasants owned or just
farmed small plots of land (“minifundia”), but there were conflicts too: the
“rabassaire” question in Catalonia (Llei de Contractes de Conreu, 1934). In short,
the plight of agricultural workers (and the opposition of wealthy landowners) was
a significant factor to understand the origins of the SCW.

“Unió de Rabassaires”.
Catalan vine growers’ union.
Poster. Author’s collection.

- Peripheral nationalism: An important cause of tension was the struggle between
the centralist state and Catalonia and Basque provinces. Both historic and cultural
regions wanted decentralization (self-government) or even independence. On 9
September 1932, Catalonia obtained a Statute of Autonomy (“Estatut de Núria”),
and the Basque Country in 1936 (“Estatuto de las Gestoras”, approved on
October 7). The Galician Statute of Autonomy (1936) could never be implemented
because of the war: Galicia was conquered by the rebels. The fear of “separatism”
was common in conservative forces and within the Army, and it was the perfect
excuse to “save” Spain from this “evil”: Francoists represent themselves as
“patriots”

saving

Spain

from

separatism

Freemasonry...).

15
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Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (ERC,
Republican Left of Catalonia) pin.
Author’s collection.

Immediate causes
- Military conspiracies. After the “Sanjurjada”, the “Unión Militar Española” (UME,
Spanish Military Union), a secret society of conservative military officers (1933),
plotted against the Second Republic. And many officers, UME members or not,
began planning a coup d’état as soon as Popular Front won the elections. All
became part of the nationalist forces in 1936.

- Left– Right Wing fear of a revolution / counter-revolution.
- The murder of José Calvo Sotelo, leader of “Renovación Española”, on 13 July
1936. He was killed as a revenge for the assassination of José del Castillo, a leftwing police officer and member of the “Unión Militar Republicana Antifascista”
(UMRA).

Objects: 2. People’s Olympiad badge. 3. Militiaman and three belt
plates.
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3.

THE

SPANISH

CIVIL

WAR:

WARRING

PARTIES

AND

INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

July 22, 1936: at this date the outcome of the rising was by no means
certain. The rebels failed to take any major cities with the exception of Seville
(captured by Queipo de Llano, the future commander of the Nationalist Army of the
South).13 The Republicans held most of the navy (many rebel officers were killed or
captured by loyal crews), air-force and territory including the most industrialized
regions

(Catalonia

and

the

Basque

Country).

The

(rebel)

northern

army

commanded by Mola was paralyzed by a lack of supplies and resistance from
militiamen. The elite Army of Africa (i.e., the Spanish Foreign Legion and the
“Regulares”), under Franco, was trapped in Morocco. However, foreign intervention
decisively altered the balance of power and the outcome of the conflict. Franco
requested assistance from Hitler and Mussolini. The “Führer” and the “Duce”
responded positively by sending planes (12 Savoia-Marchetti SM.81 “Pipistrello”
and 30 German Junkers Ju 52 –“Operation Magic Fire”–)14 which allowed Franco to
airlift his men across the Gibraltar strait. The subsequent Italian aid was very
generous: Mussolini sent a Fascist expeditionary force (December 1936) called
“Corpo Truppe Volontarie” (CTV, 80,000 troops and more than 600 planes),
weapons and ammunition. The Nazi support was more calculated: financial aid,
weapons and the Condor Legion (between 13,500 - 19,000 men including
technicians and military advisers). The Republicans weren’t so fortunate: France
and the UK set up the Non-Intervention Committee to prevent weapons,
ammunition and personnel reaching the warring parties of the SCW. It was part
of the British policy of “appeasement”.15 Thus the Spanish Republic was subjected

13

In order to secure the conquest, Queipo de Llano ordered mass killings. This military
leader and old “Africanist” regarded the proletariat in the same way as he did the Moroccan:
as an inferior race that had to be subjugated by violence and terror. See P. Preston, The
Spanish Holocaust: Inquisition and Extermination in Twentieth-Century Spain, London,
Harper Collins, 2012, especially pages 330-331.
14
German: “Unternehmen Feuerzauber”. This name was taken from the opera Siegfried by
Richard Wagner (1813-1883). Hitler was a passionate admirer of this composer and on 25
July he was on holiday attending the Wagner festival in Bayreuth (Baviera). See I. Kershaw,
Hitler: 1936-1945 Nemesis, London, W.W. Norton, 2001.
15
British Prime Ministers Stanley Baldwin and Neville Chamberlain made concessions towards
the Third Reich to avoid war: the remilitarization of the Rhineland (1936), the Anschluss
(1938) and the Munich Agreement (1938). The Appeasement failed to prevent the Second
World War (1939): “peace for our time” (Chamberlain’s speech, September 30, 1938) was
not possible. Clement Attlee, then leader of the Labour Party, criticised the non-intervention
17
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to international isolation. Non-intervention was ignored from the outset by the Third
Reich and Italy and, later, by the USSR. The Republicans were supported by the
Soviet Union, Mexico16, the International Brigades (35,000 antifascist volunteers
from “53 nations”), and 5,000 volunteers (mostly attached to the anarchists or the
POUM). Moscow became the main source of weapons, often overpriced and paid in
gold: 630 modern aircraft, 362 tanks (the famous T-26 and BT-5), 1,555 guns
(many of them obsolete and with little ammunition), thousands of machine guns
and rifles.17 In this situation, the PCE (the Spanish Communist Party), which had
been weak prior to 1936, grew rapidly.

Léon Blum (1872-1950). French Prime Minister
in a “Popular Front” government (1936-1937).
He adopted a policy of neutrality rather than
assisting the Spanish Republicans. The French
government "was virtually paralyzed by the
menace of civil war at home, the German
danger abroad, and the weakness of her
own defenses." (Gabriel Jackson, The
Spanish Civil War, 1965).
George Skadding—Time Life Pictures/
Getty Images.

policy (1939): “a gross betrayal of democracy, the consummation of two and a half years of
hypocritical pretence of non-intervention and a connivance all the time at aggression”.
16
See M. Ojeda Revah, México y la Guerra Civil Española, Madrid, Turner, 2005. Lázaro
Cárdenas, President of Mexico between 1934 and 1940, supported the Republican
government by sending food and weapons (the gunboat Durango transported 8,000 rifles
and 8 million cartridges to Spain on September 1936), diplomatic support, etc.
17
See G. Howson, Arms For Spain: The Untold Story of the Spanish Civil War, London, John
Murray, 1998.
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Who fought who?
Republicans (Loyalists)

Nationalists (Rebels, Francoists)

Popular Front (PSOE, PCE, Izquierda

Falange Española de las JONS18

Republicana, Unión Republicana,

Carlists (and its own militia: the

POUM, Partido Galeguista, etc.)

“Requetés”)

CNT-FAI (Anarchists)

CEDA (dissolved April 1937)

UGT (Socialist union)

Alfonsists, Renovación Española

Generalitat of Catalonia

(dissolved April 1937)

Basque Government

Condor Legion, Italian CTV, Portuguese

International Brigades

Viriatos, Irish Brigade (Eoin O’Duffy’s

5,000 foreigners outside the IB

unit: 700 men)19

Supported by

Supported by

Mexico

Germany

USSR

Italy
Portugal

CNT – FAI stamps.
Author’s collection.

Objects: 4. Falange (or Falangist) badge and Falange cloth patch.

On 19 April 1937, Franco united Falange with the Carlist “Comunión Tradicionalista”:
“Falange Española Tradicionalista y de las JONS” (FET y de las JONS) was born. It was the
sole “political party” of the “Movimiento Nacional”.
19
Ch. Othen, Franco’s International Brigades: Foreign Volunteers and Fascist Dictators in the
Spanish Civil War, London, Reportage Press, 2008, page 107 onwards.
18
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Sessions 4-6. COURSE OF THE WAR
1. Madrid held for the Republic (July 1936 – March 1937)
The Siege of the Cuartel de la Montaña (military barracks) marked the failure
of the “pronunciamiento” against the Popular Front government in Madrid, on 18–
20 July 1936. The uprising led by General Joaquín Fanjul, aided by Falangists, was
crushed because the barracks were surrounded by workers and the bulk of the
security forces (Assault and Civil guards) remained loyal to the government. “In the
euphoria of the moment, it was seen [the capture of Cuartel de la Montaña] as the
equivalent of the storming of the Bastille during the French Revolution”.20 It is
worth pointing out that, in a radio broadcast on the 18 th, Dolores Ibárruri “la
Pasionaria”, a communist leader, used the slogan “¡No pasarán!” (“They shall not
pass”) against the rebels. This famous slogan (employed first during the Battle of
Verdun by the French) became the chant of the antifascist cause;21 and Madrid,
according to a huge “No pasarán” banner hanging across Toledo Street, would be
the “tomb of fascism.”

John Heartfield (born Helmut Herzfeld;
1891 – 1968), Madrid 1936. ¡No pasarán!
¡Pasaremos! Author’s collection.

20

P. Preston, The Spanish Civil War: Reaction, Revolution and Revenge [updated 80th
anniversary edition], London, William Collins, 2016, page 112.
21
See http://www.johnheartfield.com/John-Heartfield-Exhibition (Accessed August 8, 2016):
Madrid 1936, a photomontage by German artist John Heartfield. Two vultures, one with a
Nazi Party badge and other with the Falangist symbol linger above Madrid but they are hold
off by Spanish Mauser bayonets. N. Glendinning, “Art and the Spanish Civil War”, S. M. Hart
(ed.), “¡No pasarán!”: Art, Literature and the Spanish Civil War, London, Tamesis Books,
1988, page 29.
20
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Nevertheless, the Republic proved quite ineffective in the “art of war”:
workers’ militias lacked military experience and discipline. Unable to cope with the
rightist uprising and the ensuing chaos in the Republican-controlled areas, on 4
September, Prime Minister José Giral was forced to cede power to Francisco Largo
Caballero, a socialist leader. Largo Caballero was more radical than Indalecio Prieto,
but nonetheless tried to unify central command in Republican Spain: the militias
and loyal military units were merged (October) with the new “Ejército Popular
Republicano” (EPR, People’s Republican Army).22 On the rebel side, rigid discipline
was established from the very beginning. Franco conducted the early stage of the
war as if it were a colonial war23: with the Foreign Legion and Moroccan soldiers
(“Regulares”), the “Generalísimo” made rapid progress against poor armed civilians
and “purged” the captured territory. On 27 September, Franco relieved the siege of
the Alcázar (fortress) in Toledo held by Nationalist Colonel José Moscardó. The
“liberation” of Toledo gave Madrid time to prepare the defences, but it was hailed
as a major propaganda triumph for Franco: two days after, he proclaimed himself
“Caudillo de España” (“by the Grace of God”).24 By November, elements of the
Nationalist had advanced to the outskirts of Madrid. The Republican government
was convinced that the city would fall so, on 6 November, Valencia was chosen as
the new “capital”. The defence of Madrid was left in the hands of a “Junta de
Defensa” and his commander: General José Miaja. Miaja, with Vicente Rojo as
chief-of-staff, managed to halt the Rebels at the river Manzanares at the Battle of
Madrid. The defence plan was prepared by Rojo, a devout Catholic and a very good
tactician who would become later chief of the Republican General Staff (1937). In
other words, Miaja became a popular hero, but “the technical and military aspects
were in the hands of Vicente Rojo, an officer who remained loyal to the Republic

The columns (“columnas”) and militias were replaced by the Mixed Brigade (“Brigada
mixta”) as the basic military unit of the EPR.
23
See S. Balfour, Deadly Embrace: Morocco and the Road to the Spanish Civil War, Oxford New York, Oxford University Press, 2002, especially the last two chapters (“Repression and
Conspiracy” and “The Reconquest of Spain”). According to Sebastian Balfour, it is during the
Rif War against Abd el-Krim (1921-1927) that the elite Army of Africa began to forge its own
distinctive “ethos” of brutality toward the enemy, “esprit de corps”, iron discipline, blind
obedience, and disregard for death (the Legion's motto was “¡Viva la muerte!”, "Long live
death!"). The lessons learned during the colonial war were carried over to Peninsular Spain:
during the Asturian uprising of October 1934 and the early stages of the SCW.
24
“Caudillo” (from Latin capitellum, diminutive of caput “head”): “leader”, “chief”, roughly
equivalent to the Italian Duce and the German Führer.
22
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because he believed that such was his duty”.25 The Francoists laid siege to Madrid,
which was bombarded by artillery and air, but they were unable to get beyond the
University City area thanks to Miaja-Rojo’s defence, the Soviet tanks, the
International Brigades, and all the republican fighters including the members of the
Catalan column of volunteers (about 6,000 people) led by Buenaventura Durruti, an
anarcho-syndicalist militant who was killed during the battle (November 19).26

David Seymour, Pilots resting in
open country near their Soviet
Polikarpov I-16 (this fighter was
called “Rata” -“Rat”- by the
Nationalists and “Mosca” –“Fly”by the Republicans).
Magnum
Photos,
Image
Reference
PAR72645
(SED1936002W00XX1/XX1C).

Franco made new attempts to capture Madrid in early 1937, but was again
unsuccessful. The “Caudillo” tried to isolate the city by cutting the Madrid-Valencia
road: the Battle of Jarama (February 6-27, 1937) was indecisive and led to very
heavy casualties on both sides (between 16,000 – 45,000 men), but Nationalists
were halted. And in March, the Italian CTV under General Mario Roatta was
defeated in the Battle of Guadalajara (March 8–23, 1937), a widely publicized
Republican victory. Then, Franco turned his attention to northern Spain. Madrid was
saved for the Loyalists, but eventually fell to the Nationalists on 28 March 1939

25

J. Casanova, The Spanish Republic and Civil War, translated by M. Douch, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 2010, page 306.
26
One of the international members of this anarchist column was Carl Einstein, an influential
art critic nephew of Albert. “The experience of working and fighting together with Spanish
farmers and with soldiers from many countries moved Einstein deeply. Strange as it may
sound, this may well have been the happiest time of his life (…) In 1919 Einstein had spoken
at Luxemburg’s funeral; in November 1936 he delivered a radio address that commemorated
the death of Buenaventura Durruti”, S. Zeidler, Form as Revolt: Carl Einstein and the Ground
of Modern Art, Ithaca (New York), Cornell University Press, 2015.
22
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after a long siege and a brief civil war inside the Republic (Casado’s coup against
Prime Minister Juan Negrín and the Communists).

Franco. Lapel pin badge
by Lorioli Fratelli of Milano (Italy).
Author’s collection.

Objects: 5. Sweet wrapper. Red star, etc.
2. The “Campaña del Norte”: War in the North (March 1937 – October 1937)
Navarre sided for the most part with the “Alzamiento Nacional” of July 1936.
The campaign of Gipuzkoa (July 20 - September 26, 1936), conceived by General
Mola, saw the fall of Irun (September 5) and San Sebastián (September 13). The
Basque area was very attractive to the Rebels because of the industrial
infrastructure and resources such as steel, iron, coal, etc. Thus, when Franco
realized that the capital of Spain was not going to be an easy conquest, he focused
his attention to the north front. The campaign of Biscay started on 31 March 1937,
under Mola, who died in an aircraft crash on 3 June. The first day of this campaign
saw the bombing of Durango by the Condor Legion and the Italian “Aviazione
Legionaria” and, on 26 April, Guernica (Gernika-Lumo) was also bombed under the
code name “Operation Rügen”: Guernica was one of the first air raids on a
defenceless civil population (carpet bombing). On 12 June, the Francoists started
the assault of the Iron Belt (Bilbao’s Iron Ring) and, seven days later, they entered
Bilbao. In order to stop the Nationalist offensive, the Republicans launched an
offensive against Brunete: the battle of Brunete (15 miles west of Madrid) (July
1937), where the Loyalists suffered heavy losses. After the failure to capture
23
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Brunete, the Republican Army tried a new offensive to slow down the Francoist
advance in the north: a new campaign on the Aragon front. The battle of Belchite
(near Zaragoza) (August 24 – September 7) was a tactical Republican victory, but
Zaragoza wasn’t captured and the Nationalist offensive in the north wasn’t stopped:
in late August, the CTV occupied Santander and by September 1 the Francoist had
occupied almost all Cantabria. Two months later, the Nationalists captured Asturias
despite fierce Republican resistance (battle of

El

Mazuco, “the impossible

defence”).27 The Republic had lost the Army of the North (more than 200,000
soldiers) and the Nationalist army had taken 100,000 prisoners. The tragic “May
Events” (3-8 May) in Barcelona didn’t help the Republican war effort: divisions
between several groups (Communists, POUM, and anarchists) resulted in street
fighting between supporters of the different factions and an estimated death toll of
500 people.28

The bombing of Guernica (26 April 1937).
Postcard. Author’s collection.

J. A. Blas, “El Mazuco. La defensa imposible”, La guerra civil en Asturias, Gijón, Ediciones
Júcar, 1986, t. 2, pages 369–383.
28
The Communist policy was to concentrate on winning the war: the main goal was victory
in the struggle against fascism and it was not the right time for the revolution. But the more
idealistic anarchists and POUM saw the war as an opportunity for a mass revolution by the
workers: war and revolution was the same (worker’s self-management, rural collectivization,
revolutionary militias). The events of May had profound consequences, among others: Juan
Negrín became Prime Minister (May 17), replacing Largo Caballero; and POUM was outlawed
and his leader, Andreu Nin, murdered under the supervision of the NKVD (Soviet secret
police).
27
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A couple of pictures of Guernica after the bombing from a Francoist officer’s album. Author’s
collection.

Object: 6. Spanish M26 helmet.
3. The Battle of Teruel: “the seal of defeat”. The Aragon Offensive and the
Levante Offensive (December 1937 – July 1938)
“It is one thing to launch an offensive; it is another thing altogether to launch
an offensive in order to prevent your enemy from launching his. No one in the
Republican government doubted that Franco would move on Madrid before the end
of 1937; if sixteen Nationalist divisions could break past the Guadarrama
Mountains, Madrid would surely fall and the war, just as surely, would end”.29 To
prevent a major Francoist offensive against the capital in the Guadalajara sector,
the Republicans attacked Teruel (Southern Aragon) on 15 December 1937. The city
was conquered by the Republicans in January, but the Nationalists troops recovered
it by 22 February, 1938. “The atrocious battle of Teruel” (Hugh Thomas) was fought
during the worst winter in twenty years; the combination of cold and street fighting
was terrible: “The nationalists suffered around 40,000 casualties, a quarter of which
were from frostbite. The republican losses had been even more appalling, around
60,000 men altogether”.30 This decisive battle exhausted the Republican Army and
Air Force (“la Gloriosa”): it was, according to Laurie Lee, a British poet and

29

V. Howard and M. Reynolds, The Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion: The Canadian Contingent
in the Spanish Civil War, printed in the United States, Carleton University Press, 1986
[1969], ch. 15.
30
A. Beevor, The Battle for Spain: The Spanish Civil War 1936-1939, London, Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 2006, see Part six: “Route to Disaster”, ch. 28.
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volunteer, “the seal of defeat” (A Moment of War). Indeed, the recapture of the city
removed the last obstacle to Franco’s breakthrough to the Mediterranean Sea. On 7
March the “Caudillo” launched the Aragon Offensive, entered Catalonia (Lleida,
Gandesa and other towns of “la Terra Alta”) and the Valencia region, where his
troops reached the sea at Vinaròs: by April 15, 1938, the Nationalists had split
Republican Spain in two and isolated Catalonia from the rest of the Republican
area. Near the end of March, the Levante Offensive was launched: Franco wanted
to conquer the city of Valencia, but despite the occupation of the province of
Castelló, the Nationalist offensive was halted at the XYZ defensive line. The Battle
of the Ebro prevented any further assaults on the line.

Republican tank badge. Used by both sides. Author’s collection.

4. Ebro, the 115-day-long battle. The Catalonia offensive and the end of
the war

On the moonless night of 25 July 1938, the Republican troops started crossing
the Ebro River between Mequinensa and Amposta. It was an effective surprise
attack on the Nationalists and it soon would be the biggest battle of the SCW. The
offensive sought three main objectives: 1. To relieve pressure on Valencia (and to
suspend a highly probable Nationalist offensive at the Madrid front); 2. To boost
morale of the Republican Army and rear-guard, and silence voices demanding a
negotiated peace with Franco (President Azaña’s “Paz, Piedad, Perdón” speech); 3.
To demonstrate to the democratic governments that the Republic was still viable
and could be an ally in the war against Fascism and Nazism: “Prime Minister Juan
Negrín and his cabinet were playing to an audience beyond Spain. They were
gambling for time. If they could seize ground, albeit temporarily, and if Hitler made

26
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another aggressive move that set off a wider war, then everything could change”;31
“Without the wager on a wider war”, writes historian Gabriel Jackson, “the decision
to attack at the Ebro is hard to understand”32 (however, the Munich Agreement of
September 30, which sacrificed Czechoslovakia, ended all hope of an alliance with
France and Britain).

Ebro battlefield
CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=174357.

The bold operation, planned by General Rojo, was a success at first, but
Republican units failed to gain control of Gandesa. Ultimately the fighting evolved
into a battle of attrition, which became a living hell for the men of both armies: a
total of nearly 250,000 combatants. On 2 August, the republicans stopped the
offensive and began to fortify the conquered terrain. Juan Modesto was the
Republican head of the Ebro Army (“Ejército del Ebro”). Franco personally took
command and, instead of trapping the enemy with its back to the river, decided to
fight and regain the lost ground at any price. He ordered bloody frontal assaults
which caused heavy losses on his own side, but he wanted to destroy the best of
31
A. Hochschild, Spain in Our Hearts: Americans in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939,
Boston – New York, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2016, page 324.
32
G. Jackson, Juan Negrín: Physiologist, Socialist and Spanish Republican War Leader,
Brighton – Portland – Toronto, Sussex Academic Press, 2010, page 273.
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the Republican Army caught up in a 35 km front. Each day, 500 guns fired more
than 13,000 rounds at the Republican troops and more than 200 Francoist aircraft
dropped 10,000 pounds of bombs.33 Some 500 planes were available on the Rebel
side (including state-of-the-art Messerschmitt Bf 109 fighters). In contrast, the
Loyalists were short of cannons, aircraft support, supplies and men: many
draftees were very young (17 year olds), the so-called “Quinta del Biberó” (the
baby-bottle call-up); and, on October 1938, the Republican government agreed to
withdraw the International Brigades. Serra de Pàndols and Cavalls, Cota 705, Hill
666, the Valley of Death, and other positions in a hilly terrain witnessed heavy
fighting. On 16 November, the last men of the 35th Republican Division retreated to
the other shore. The battle was over. “The Republic had lost its army. The last
despairing effort had seen the Nationalists gain a decisive victory. The Republic
would never recover and the Francoists would soon sweep into Catalonia”, but “It
was Munich that fully turned the Ebro into a resounding defeat”.34

Soviet 45 mm anti-tank gun model 1932.
Exposición de material de guerra tomado al enemigo:
San Sebastián, agosto 1938. Author’s collection.

Object: 7. Catalan gas mask. 8. Spanish canteen.

33

H. Thomas, The Spanish Civil War, London, Penguin Books, 2001 [1961], page 821.
P. Preston, The Spanish Civil War: Reaction, Revolution and Revenge [updated 80th
anniversary edition], London, William Collins, 2016, pages 292-293.

34
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On 23 December 1938, with plenty of troops and new German equipment,
Franco launched his final offensive: the “Campaña de Cataluña”, an invasion of
Catalonia. The morale of the Republican soldiers and civil population was low: in
Barcelona (in 1938 there were more than one million refugees in the city) the
ration per day was down to 100 grams of lentils35 –ironically called “Dr. Negrín’s
pills”. In the defence of Barcelona (lines 1-3) the Republicans troops were
outnumbered six to one. The Nationalists units under Juan Yagüe (the “Butcher of
Badajoz”) finally occupied Barcelona on 26 January 26 1939. On 1 February the
“Cortes” held the last session in Sant Ferran (Figueres Fortress). The next day, the
Francoists

entered

Girona

and,

on

3

February,

they

occupied

Figueres.

Approximately 465,000 people (more than 200,000 Republican soldiers and more
than 250,000 women, children and old men) marched to the French border
through cold weather; they were harassed by enemy planes and the retreat was
covered by the desperate heroism of the soldiers of the Republican Army.36 By
February 9, the Nationalists reached the frontier. On 27 February Azaña resigned
and the same day the governments of France and the United Kingdom recognized
the Francoist regime37 (Marshall Philippe Pétain became the French ambassador to
Spain). The policy of both Negrín and the Communists was to continue fighting to
the bitter end (“Resistir es vencer”, “To resist is to win”), hoping that a general war
in Europe would soon break out. On March 5, Colonel Segismundo Casado, with
Julián Besteiro and disillusioned anarchists, conducted a coup d’état and established
a “Consejo Nacional de Defensa” (National Defence Council) in Madrid against
Negrín. There were also uprisings in Ciudad Real and Cartagena (the main base of
the Spanish Republican Navy).38 Casado tried to negotiate a peace settlement with
Franco, but the dictator’s policy of unconditional surrender left no room for
compromise (on 13 February the Law of Political Responsibilities had been
issued).39 The war ended on 1 April 1939, the “Third Triumphal Year”: “Today, with

35

A. Beevor, The Battle for Spain: The Spanish Civil War 1936-1939, London, Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 2006, page 368.
36
See http://www.exiliadosrepublicanos.info/en/history-exile. Accessed August 12, 2016.
37
“Spain: Recognition of General Franco’s Government”, HL Deb 28 February 1939 vol 111
cc955-6
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1939/feb/28/spain-recognition-ofgeneral-francos. Accessed August 14, 2016.
38
The uprising in Cartagena (4 March) was suppressed by the PCE’s 206th Brigade, of the IV
Division, on 7 March. However, on 5 March, the Republican Navy had fled to Bizerte (French
protectorate of Tunisia) after a Nationalist air raid. Without the Republican Navy the
evacuation of refugees was not possible.
39
BOE 44, February 13, 1939.
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the Red Army captive and disarmed, the Nationalist troops have achieved their
objectives. The war is over. Generalissimo Franco” (final military communiqué
–“parte de guerra”– issued by Franco’s headquarters, Burgos).40 On the same day
the United States of America recognised the Francoist government. However, the
official end of the SCW did not put a stop to violence: in the immediate post-war
years, about 50,000 Republican prisoners were executed. 41 Five months later World
War II started.

These 4 maps show the changes in Republican- and
Nationalist-held areas during the first half of the SCW.
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/photo/spanish-civil-war-map.

“The message was drilled into the heads of schoolchildren who were expected to recite it
from memory”, J. Stewart, Madrid: The History, London – New York, I.B. Tauris, 2012, page
183.
41
A. Beevor, The Battle for Spain: The Spanish Civil War 1936-1939, London, Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 2006, page 405.
40
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The defeat at the Ebro (November 1938): death knell of the Republic.
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/photo/spanish-civil-war-map.

Object: 9. Personal letter

Session 7. CONSEQUENCES OF THE SCW

Without a shadow of a doubt, the Spanish Civil War is the most influential
event of 20th Century Spanish history and its deep consequences and legacy still
resonate across today’s society. A prelude to World War II, it is a key element to
understand the interwar period (1918-1939).

4 consequences of the SCW:

a) The SCW was a deadly conflict: approximately 500,000 deaths (Hugh
Thomas, The Spanish Civil War, 2001 edition). The historian Paul Preston
puts the number of those who died in combat at 200,000 after the coup
d’état that triggered the SCW. Preston counts an additional 150,000
murders by the Nationalists –plus 20,000 more after the war’s ending– and
a further 50,000 killings in areas held by Loyalists (Paul Preston, The
Spanish Holocaust: Inquisition and Extermination in Twentieth-Century
Spain, 2012).
31
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b) Franco, “Caudillo de España” “by the Grace of God”: General Francisco
Franco Bahamonde (1892-1975) ruled the whole country from April 1939
until his death on 20 November 1975. To maintain his military dictatorship,
he needed the support of the Army and the blessing of the Catholic Church
(“National-Catholicism”): during the war, “He was like a king in the golden
age of the Spanish monarchy, entering and leaving churches beneath a
canopy” (Julián Casanova).42 Under Franco, Spain became a one-party
state and a “prison”: 188 concentration camps were created between 1936
and 1947, and by the end of the SCW the camps held over 277,000
prisoners

and

Trabajadores”.

43

90,000

soldiers

were

serving

in

“Batallones

de

The “régimen” dedicated abundant resources to strict

censorship, cultural repression (e.g. public use of Catalan, Basque and
Galician languages was forbidden) and “to maintain the division between the
victors and the vanquished” (Paul Preston). Franco, and his “violent and
barbarous regime”,44 managed to stay in power for 36 years: during the
Cold War, he became useful to the US and the West as he was an ardent
anti-communist (“centinela de Occidente”, “Sentinel of the West”).45
c) Economic cost: The country emerged from the war with formidable economic
problems. Gold reserves had been transferred to Moscow (510 tonnes) and
Paris during the SCW. Nationalist war debt to Italy reached 6,926 million lire
(reduced to 5,000) and 372 million Reichsmarken to Germany.46 The
devastation of war had reduced the productive capacity of both industry and
agriculture and the outbreak of the Second World War rendered many
needed supplies unavailable. After 1945, due to its pro-Axis leanings, the

J. Casanova, A Short History of the Spanish Civil War, London – New York, I.B. Tauris,
2013, page 58.
43
J. Rodrigo, Hasta la raíz: violencia durante la Guerra Civil y la dictadura franquista, Madrid,
Alianza Editorial, 2008, page 308.
44
J. M. Sánchez, The Spanish Civil War as a Religious Tragedy, Notre Dame (Indiana),
University of Notre Dame Press, 1987, page 102.
45
“The exigencies of the Cold War -skilfully exploited by Franco's effort to portray himself as
the anti-communist "sentinel of the west"- and the regime's carefully choreographed attempt
to present itself it less as a fascist relic of the 1930s, and more as simply the guardian of
traditional Catholic values, helped to ease the isolation to which Spain had been subjected.
This was symbolised by the start of US economic and military aid in 1953 and Spain's
admittance to the United Nations in 1955”, R. Philpot, “Was Franco the 'good' fascist?”, The
Jewish Chronicle Online, November 23, 2015. Accessed August 15, 2016.
46
J. Á. Sánchez Asiaín, La financiación de la guerra civil española: una aproximación
histórica, Barcelona, Crítica, 2012; P. del Hierro Lecea, Spanish-Italian Relations and the
Influence of the Major Powers, 1943-1957, Palgrave MacMillan, 2015, page 92.
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Francoist regime was internationally isolated and it adopted a policy of
economic

self-sufficiency

(autarchy).

Until

the

early

50’s

(bilateral

agreements with the US: the Pact of Madrid, 1953), the country suffered
years of scarcity, food rationing (ration coupons and ration cards were
used) and black market (“estraperlo”). Those were “los años del hambre”.
d) The Republican exile: After the fall of Tarragona on 15 January 1939, a
massive exodus started. Approximately 465,000 people (civilians and
Republican soldiers) crossed the French border during a harsh winter. “The
exodus entailed a series of destabilizing occurrences, such as the
continuous bombardment suffered by the retreating people, the harshness
of the particularly cold winter and the abandonment along the way of all
personal belongings together with all they represented for the individuals,
especially women, who were ditching the memories of a lifetime”.47 On 5
February the border was opened to soldiers: on French soil, the combatants
were disarmed and interned into improvised concentration camps (Argelèssur-Mer, Saint-Cyprien, Le Barcarès, etc.). Argelès received more than
100,000 men and women: according to a Republican soldier, “It was
desolation. A fence for cattle. A nightmare”48. President of the Republic
Azaña, Catalan President Companys and Basque President (Lehendakari)
Aguirre crossed into exile. On 9 February Francoists troops reached the
frontier. By December 1939, 268,000 people went back to Spain.49 The
SERE (“Servicio de Evacuación de Refugiados Españoles” –Negrín–) and the
JARE (“Junta de Auxilio a los Republicanos Españoles” –Prieto–) helped to
transfer refugees over friendly countries or at least willing to accept them:
Mexico (the Republican government in exile had an embassy in Mexico City
until 1976), Chile and Dominican Republic. Another route to exile was North
Africa (March 1939): 8,000 refugees in Algeria, 4,000 in Tunis and about
1,000 in Morocco. Thousands of Republicans ended up in Nazi concentration
camps after 1940.

47

http://www.exiliadosrepublicanos.info/en/history-exile#7. Accessed August 15, 2016. See
also “Exodus Revisited”, Catalonia Today, 318 (May 2009).
48
Février 1939, la Retirada dans l’objectif de Manuel Moros, Perpignan, Mare Nostrum,
2008, page 82.
49
J. B. Vilar, “El exilio español de 1939 en el Norte de África”, A. Mateos (ed.), ¡Ay de los
vencidos! El exilio y los países de acogida, Madrid, Eneida, Madrid, 2009, pages 71-72.
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Album
Souvenir
de
l’exode
espagnole dans les Pyrénées
Orientales. 18 French postcards.
Author’s collection.

Le Perthus : les premiers jours de
l’exode. Le Perthus: the first days
of exile. French postcard. Author’s
collection.

Commemorative badge (DDR, East
Germany)

from

Republican

flag

Buchenwald.
(left).

Author’s

collection. Buchenwald was a

Nazi

concentration camp (KZ) established
on

the

Ettersberg,

near

Weimar

(Germany), 1937-1945. Thousands
of

Spanish

Republicans

died

in

Mauthausen, and hundreds in other
camps

such

as

Ravensbrück
concentration
survivors

Buchenwald
(a

camp).

were

(photographer),

women's
Among

Francesc
Jorge

and

the
Boix

Semprún

(writer and politician), Neus Català
(former member of the PSUC), etc.
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Object: 10. Passive Defence armband, Barcelona. Air Raid.

“These blue days and this sun of childhood”
Antonio Machado’s last verse. It was found on his jacket after he died
(Collioure, 22 February 1939).

VOCABULARY

Loyalists: lleials (a la República)

Proxy war: conflicte indirecte entre dos països o potències. La guerra d’Espanya
va començar com una guerra civil entre “nacionals” (o franquistes) i republicans,
però ben aviat va evolucionar vers una guerra indirecta entre la Itàlia feixista i
l’Alemanya nazi (que donaren suport al bàndol insurrecte) i la Unió Soviètica (que
ajudà el bàndol republicà)

USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics): URSS (Unió de Repúbliques
Socialistes Soviètiques), 1922-1991

Testing ground: camp de proves

Iron fist: puny de ferro

Bullets: bales

Corpses: cadàvers

Bolster up: donar suport, animar

Louse (pl. lice): poll
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Hierarchy: jerarquia

Wall Street Crash: la caiguda de la Borsa de Wall Street (Nova York), també
coneguda com el Crac del 29 o el “Dimarts negre” (“Black Tuesday”, 29 d’octubre).
Va començar el 24 d’octubre (el “Dijous negre”) i fou el principi de la “Gran
Depressió”

Dictatorship: dictadura

Strike: vaga

Overthrow: fer caure, deposar

Uprising: alçament, insurrecció, revolta

Plotters: conspiradors

Duty: deure, obligació

Burden: càrrega

Outbreak: esclat

Crusade: croada

Fatherland: pàtria

Plight: destret, dificultat
Freemasonry: francmaçoneria, maçoneria. “Associació secreta internacional de
persones unides per a propòsits fraternals que usa com a emblemes certs
instruments de l’ofici de mestre de cases, com nivells, escaires, etc.” (DIEC2)

Militiaman (pl. militiamen): milicià
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Military advisers (or advisors): assessors militars

Warring parties: bàndols en guerra

Appeasement: apaivagament (política exterior, vegeu nota 15)

Storming (n): assalt

Streamers: serpentines

General Staff: estat major

Casualty (pl. casualties): baixa (pèrdua d’un militar per mort o per una altra causa
–ferit, presoner, etc.–)

Frostbite (injury caused by cold): congelació

Seize (take by force): apropiar-se, capturar

Wager: aposta

Rounds: projectils

State-of-the-art (adj.) (technology: advanced): d’última generació

Draftees: reclutes

Border: frontera

Death knell (figurative, sign of imminent demise): sentència de mort, fi.

Canopy: dosser, baldaquí

Rationing: racionament
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Ration coupons and ration cards: cupons i targetes de racionament
Black market: mercat negre. Un dels sinònims és “estraperlo”, originàriament un
escàndol polític (1935) que afectà diversos personatges vinculats al “Partido
Republicano Radical” d’Alejandro Lerroux. L’acrònim “estraperlo” (o “straperlo”)
prové de Strauss, Perel i Lowmann, tres empresaris holandesos que van promoure
la introducció a Espanya d’un joc de ruleta elèctrica fraudulent i que subornaren
“familiars i amics” de Lerroux. Aquest cas de corrupció, juntament amb “l’escàndol
Nombela”, va perjudicar el Partit Radical la qual cosa va suposar la fi del “bienni
conservador”

Occurrence: fet, incident
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